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TWO-BIT REWARD!
CHAMBERLAIN
DEAD OR ALIVE
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14 Former May 1
Queens Invited
For May Day

Candidate

New Plan For
Ac Fee Division
Initiated Here

Beauties Of Yesteryear Will
Ride In Processional
May 17

Distribution Of Money Put
On Percentage Basis
By Committee

Fourteen former May Queens
of Bowling Green have been invited as guests of honor at the
crowning on May Day, as part
of the plans for the celebration
to be held here next Friday,
May 17.
They will be escorted in the

The distribution of activity
fees among the participating activities will henceforward be
made on a percentage basis according to a statement from Dr.
.T. R. Overman, chairman of the
Activity Fees Committee.
The committee has listed various participating activities and has
assigned to each a definite percentage of the total activity fees collected. The fees will be distributed each
semester as was done formerly and
the amount of each appropriation
will depend upon the enrollment.
Par Cent Listed
Each semester the committee will
distribute the fees on the following
percentage basis, until changes in
distribution are made:
Key
16.7%
Athletics
36.9 %
Social
13.7%
Debate
4.0%
Drama
4.7%
Bee Gee News
9.9%
Music
4.1%
Entertainment Course _ 7.8%
Student Council
1.1%
Reserve and Misc.
1.4%
The committee will be composed
of a chairman and two other faculty
members, and three students appointed by the Student Council according
to the new regulations.
The committee shall have the poweV to add or remove activities from
the list of those sharing in the fees
as listed above. The reserve and
miscellaneous items shall be appropriated by the committee with approval
of the President in time of emergency
and temporary needs.

processional in the two horse-drawn
tally-ho's which have been secured for
the occasion. The former Queens are:
Dolores Yawberg, Arlene Vlckers,
Linda Dill, Valberg Johnson, M.
Guernsey, Vivian White, Isabel Gunn,
Helen Van Fleet, Blanche Shanower,
Virginia Smith, Razxela
Loesch,
Onnalee- Hipp, Karis Sheffer and
Lorena Osterhough.
Plan. Pu.hed
Plans for the day are being pushed
forward to make the celebration one
of the biggest events of the year. Miss
Emilie Hartman is arranging a
special dance, combining the modern
dance, square dance and round dance.
The Seven Sister Sorority ia planning
a tea to be served to all guest* on the
lawn between the two women's
dormitories.
Chapel will be changed from Wednesday to Friday at 10, when the seniors will attend in cap and gown for
the special program dedicated to honorary recognition of students who
have made scholastic or athletic contributions to the University.
Senior* Present Tree
The senior class will present a tree
to the University to be planted on
the campus, with records of the 1940
class enclosed within a stone beneath
it, immediately following the chapel
program.
Capping the evening is an allcampus formal dance, the University Anniversary Prom, commemorating the anniversary when Bowling
Green became a University.

University To Hold
Insignia Day May 17
Out of a Student Council discussion over plans for May Day, came
the idea for an insignia day at this
University. The first such day will
be part of the May Day celebration
in a special assembly program Friday, May 17, at 10.
There will be an academic procession of seniors and faculty in caps
and gowns, at the assembly, where
recognition will be given to students
who have made contributions of various kinds to the University.
Recognition will be given to scholastic, athletic, forensic, and musical
merit Following the program will
be a recession out on the campus for
the tree planting ceremony of the
aenior class.
Committee in charge of the Insignia program is Dr. Florence Litchfield, Coach Warren E. Steller and
Dr. C. Glenn Swanson.
"We hope Insignia Day will be one
of the fine traditions of this University," said Dr. Swanson.

AUSTIN H. SHELTON

Shelton To Begin
Political Career
In GOP Primaries
Alumnus In Race For State
Representative From
Wood County
A Bowling Green alumnus, Austin
H. Shelton, '38 graduate in the College of Education, will be in the race
for the nomination for representative
to the general assembly in the Repub
lican primaries next Tuesday.
Running on the G. 0. P. ticket,
Shelton will get competition from
Robert Reigle, S. S. Stalter and R.
II. Longenecker for the Wood County
nomination.
The former student is running
for the nomination to the position
now held by Don Canfield, of Perrys
burg, whose term expires this year.
Canfield has announced that he will
run for Congress .
Shelton is known on the campus
as the founder of the Committee for
Campus Organization, student political party. He waa also responsible
for the establishment of a rival political group, the Student Government
League, in hope of creating interest
in elections and assuring capable
candidates for student government.
He won his B. S. in Education here
am!1 is now working on his M. A. He
is taking the advanced study in administrative work. As an undergraduate, Shelton was active as a member
of Pi Kappa Delta, and a member of
Emerson Literary Society.
He is 29, and has lived in Bowling
Green for the past 19 years, graduating from Bowling Green High School.
Dean Hissong Invited
To Attend Columbus Meet
Dean Clyde Hissong, dean of the
College of Educaiton, has been invited to attend a regional conference
on teacher certification In Columbus
on May 13 and 14.
Approximately eight representatives
will be present from Ohio colleges.
The meeting has been called by the
North Central Association of secondary schools and colleges, and representatives will be present from Ohio,
West Virginia, Kentucky, Michigan,
and Indiana.

Arctic Explorer,
Author Will Tell
Of Northern Life
Frederick Machetanz of Kenton,
who scored a success with "Panuck,
an Eskimo Sled Dog" in his first venture as an author will speak at the
Auditorium Thursday, May 16, at
10:15 a. m.
Machetanz spent 18 months in
Alaska, and while there made a trip
into the interior where he took numerous photographs and made a number
of charcoal sketches which he later
made up into paintings to illustrate
his books.
Machetanz recently completed the
last drawings for his second book,
"On Arctic Ice" which will be published this fall. He has been named a
member of the Explorers' Club of
New York City on the recommendation
of the Arctic explorer, Vilhjalmur
Stcfansson, president of the organization.
Machetanz will speak at the high
school at 9:15 in connection with the
Public Library's Spring Book Festival
that will be held all next week. The
library will be open evenings during
this time. Groups from various places
in Wood County are expecting to come
in for this occasion.

Athens Is Motorists9 Paradise, High School To Give
Says Psomas, Greek Student 'Stage Door' Friday
The motorists' paradise has been
achieved in Athens, Greece, where
there are no traffic laws and only one
traffic light in the entire city. However, traffic accidents are so scarce
that they are regarded as a rarity,
and are given great attention by the
newspapers.
This information comes from Harry
Psomas, liberal arts freshman from
Canton, who was in Greece from 1934
to 1937, and attended high school in
Athens, Patras, and Agheon. Psomas
stated that Greek high schools are
tun on a militaristic basis and last
six years. All subjects are compulsory,
and include ancient and modern
Greek, French, physios, and some
chemistry. The schools are run directly by the government, and tuition fee
ia charged. The boys are not permitted to associate with girls during
their high' school years. Failure to
comply with this order results in
explusion, and once expelled from one
school, a student can never enter another, students are given special
short hair cuts and wear distinctive
uniforms.
"Greece has been greatly influenced
by the French in recent years/'
Psomas said. "French is spoken in
every large business place in Athens,
and in many of the smaller ones. The
language is also beginning to pene-

trate the rural districts. A great
amount of trado is carried on with
France, and French military ideas
sre carried out in the Greek military
academies.
Athens is a city of wide, well paved
streets, street cars, bicycles, sutomobiles, beautiful theatres and no
tall buildings. Theatres and dance
halls are open air. The theatres are
in the form of supper clubs, where
one sits at a table and drinks or
eats while enjoying the film. Clark
Gable and Bing Crosby are tops with
the Greeks, according to Psomas,
Native Greeks go for cognac, wines,
beer, French pastry, lamb, and French
and native soups. The Greeks dont
have a word for swing yet, but the
tango is very popular there. Dick
Tracy, Tarzan, and Mickey Mouse
have also become a part of Greek
life. American cigarettes, magazines,
and Coca Cola may be purchased
there. The Ice-cream-on-a-stick idea
was recently introduced in Greece,
and has met with phenomenal success.
The Greeks will go for anything new
with a foreign name.
"The Greek cities are modern in
every respect," Psomas said, "but the
peasants having clung to their old
methods of agriculture, and it is only
recently that modern farm machinery
(Continued on pace 2, col. 8)

Bowling Green High School's senior
class will present Edna Ferber's and
George S. Kaufman's "Stage Door"
in the Senior High School Auditorium
Friday evening. The curtain will rise
promptly at 8:16 o'clock.
The female lead, played by Katherine Hepburn in the motion picture of
the same name, is to be played by
Fay Klopfenstein. The two male leads
will be played by John David Phillips
and Don Wilcox. According to Mr. F.
G. Skibbie, who has directed senior
plays at the local high school for the
last 8 years, all three of these people
have wonderful acting ability and
will undoubtedly give an excellent
performance. A large supporting cast
will add plenty of humor to the play.
The price of admission has been set
at 85 cents for adults and 26 cents
for high school students and children.
University students will be admitted
for 26 cents also.

Regular Chapel To Be Held
Friday A* Part Of May Day
There will be no Chapel next
Wednesday; it will be deferred until
Friday as part of the Hay Day celebration, according to President Frank
J. Prout.
Prof. C. J. Biery showed pictures
that he took in Hawaii while visiting
there during the past two summers at
Chapel this morning.

No. 30

Council, Social Committee
Will Be Elected May 13

For Men Only

v

MEN—did you .ha.c tin.
morning?
Well, don't let it
happen again became the Delhis
are sponsoring a gigantic beard
growing contnt in conjunction
with the Sadie Hawkins Dance.
The contest starts today at
11 a. in. and three grand prises
will be awarded I The discriminating sponsors heve divided
the contest into three divisions
—beet all-around beard, best
mustache, and best sideburns.
Since the women run the
country, end since this is leap
year and since there is going
to be another Sadie Hawkins
Dance, the dames want their
men to be reel he-men. Away
with your Gillette and Shavemaster—get up 15 minutes
later end put a luxuriant
growth between you and the
profs. Dates are guaranteed.

Four Central Committees Will Name Twelve Students
To Campus Posts Monday Under New
Constitution Regulations

s

Petitions Available
For Class Offices
In May 22 Election
Students To Vote Under
New Accepted
Constitution
Petitions for csndidates in the
spring election of May 22 were available in Dean A. B. Conklin's office
Monday and will be due Friday, according to Genevieve Kellogg, Student Council member in charge of
elections.
Offices to be filled in the spring
election are the presidents, vice presidents, secretaries and treasurers of
the senior, junior and sophomore
classes of next year. One Student
Council representative chosen from
each class and two Social Committee
representatives chosen at large will be
elected under the newly accepted
University Students' Association constitution.
Election of officers of the freshman
class of next year will take place next
fall at the discretion of the Student
Council.
Newly elected members of the
Student Council, both those elected
at large and those representing the
four departmental groups, will take
office at the first meeting after elections and will serve until elections
next year.
Newly elected members of the Social Committee will not tuko office
until the beginning of school next
fall but will meet yet this spring for
organizational purposes. Their term
of office will be two years, under the
new constitution.

Zaugg Arranges
Job Interviews
Opportunity may knock for someone when two personnel directors of
large business firms are visiting the
University this week to interview the
Business Administration seniors graduating in June.
H. F. Young of the F. & R. Lazarus Company of Columbus, is here
today contacting the seniors interested in retailing as a career. The
interviews are not confined to marketing students, but also include accountants and those men interested
in credits, advertising, sales, and
statistics as well, according to Dean
Ralph G. Harshman.
H. C. Barrett, manager of the
Bowling Green branch of Montgomery
Ward Company, will interview those
seniors who hsve made appointments
for like positions with his firm. If
the interview is approved, his application is forwarded to the Chicago
headquarters by Mr. Barrett for final consideration.
The interview appointments were
made through the Bureau of Appointment directed by Dr. Walter A.
Zaugg.
Students Must Apply For

News, Key Jobs Thursday
Students who wish to apply for
major positions on the Bee Gee News
or Key staffs for next year should
place a letter of application in Dun-,
can Scott's box at the business office
before 3 p. m. tomorrow.
The Board of Publications is scheduled to meet at 8 tomorrow to select
the editor and business manager of
the Bee Gee News and the editor,
business manager, and assistant editor
of the 1941 Key.
"The Board would welcome additional applications for all of the
positions," Mr. Scott said. "There is
great need for more students to apply for positions on the Key."

NOTICE
Students may exchange their
Student Activity Cards for reserved seats at the 'Taming of The
Shrew' May 13 and 14 ia the Well
according to a statement from
Earnest Maddock, bnsinees mamaged.

The wheels of the new constitution of the University Students
Association will go into action Monday night, May 13, when the
four Central Committees meet in the Adminsitration Building to
elect eight members to the Student Council and four to the Social
Committee.
Each central committee will name two representatives to the
Student Council and one to the So-*
cial Committee. The four Central
Committees, Men, Women, Departmental and General, are composed
of one representative from each organization under those four heads.
One student mny represent only one
organization.
Stage Crew, Cast Groom Play
Students Officiating
Students in charge of the commitFor Three-Night Stand
tee elections are: Paul Ladd, chairBeginning May IS
man, Ken Winslow, Men; Janet
Stump, chairmun, Margaret Bender,
The production staff for "The TamWomen; Darl Gatchell, chairman,
ing of the Shrew" which will be givBoyd Smith, Departmental; and Abe
en
in connection with the University's
Keown, chairmun, Peggy Curtis, GenMay Day celebration on May 16, 16,
eral.
Following is a list of all the or- 17, will be headed by Howard Shine,
as stage manager, Gene Keller, as
ganizations on the campus which are
technical director, and Harold Legeligible to send representatives to
gctt, scenic design director, accordthe Central Committees. They are
listed according to the Central Com- ing to an announcement by Prof.
Elden T. Smith.
mittee under which they fall. The
Shine, aa stage manager, will be
president of each organization appoints one group representative to in charge of the stage on the night
serve on his Central Committee and of production. He will be assisted
must notify the chairman or assist- by Margaret Zaugg and Sara Dell
Foreman. Shine was technical diant chairman of that committee.
rector of the last University PlayOrganisations On Committee*
ers' production, "Room Service."
The General Central Committee
Leggett, scenic design director for
includes A Cappella Choir, Bee Gee
News, Book and Motor, Concert Or- most of the University Players' productions
of this year, says that the
chestra, Concert Band, Emerson Literary, Government Club, Madrigal, "Shrew" will be laid in the courtMasque and Mantle, Newman Club, yard of a lord's palace.
Keller, as technical director, will
Square Dance Club, Table Tennis
have charge of the various technical
Club and the U.C.R.L.
The Women's Central Committee staffs of the play.
is composed of Boot and Saddle Club,
The technical staffs are as follows:
Inter-Sorority Council (one from Building—Waldo Egbert, Virginia
each sorority), Kappa Phi, Modern Cross, Harold Long, Bruce SiegenDance Club, Shatzel Hall, Sketch thaler, Harley Allion, Abe Hoffman,
Circle, Swan Club, Treble Clef Club, and Martha Jordan.
W. A. A., Williams Hall, W.S.G.A.
Costumes—Mable Summers, Marand Y.W.C.A.
tha Persons, Barbara Freeman, MaThe Departmental Committee in- rie Greenwood, Mary Hatfleld, Hilda
cludes Areopagus, Beta PI Theta, Glover, and Jonn Sandbeck.
Chemical Journal Club, Economics
Lights—Roger Wheeler, Jack RoClub, Foreign Language Club, Home
man, and Robert Current; properEconomics Club, Industrial Arts ties—Violet Bruhaker, Miriam GrovClub, Intermediate Club, Kappa Deler, and Ann Gainer.
ta Pi, Kappa Mu Epsilon, KinderMary Cross will be in charge of
garten-Primary Club, Phi Alpha Chi,
mukc-up, and Helen Louise Kear will
Phi Sigma Mu, Philosophy Club, Pi
be in charge of music. Ernest MadKappa Delta, Quill Type, Sigma Tau
dock, business manager of all the
Delta, Sociology Club and the Spanplays this year, will continue in that
ish Club.
position.
The Men's Committee is composed
of Hand-ball Club, Inter-Fraternity
Council (one from each fraternity).
Kohl Hall, Marching Band, Men's
Glee Club, Sigma Delta Psi, Sigma
Epsilon Theta, Weight Lifting Club,
Varsity Club and the Y.M.C.A.
"Dictatorship, Cussed and Discussed" will be the subject of a panel
'Beechie' Rager Takes Over discussion which will be held at the
Candy Machines In Halls Government Club meeting Wednesday
evening, May 8 at 7 p.m.
Members of the European GovernDon "Beechie" Rager took over
another job last week when he was ment class will present this discussion
named service man on a 60-day trial with Arthur Shanly, education seniof three Amster-Kirtz candy vending or, acting as chairman. The other
machines which replaced two Can- members of the panel are Elmer
teen machines in the Administration Weitz, education senior; William
Mercer, education sophomore; HarBuilding and one in Williams Hall.
The Amster-Kirtz machines offer old Parker, business administration
a nine-bar selection and are a prod- senior and Carl Bourne, liberal arts
junior.
uct of Cleveland.
The club invites all who are InIf the machines are approved they
will replace all the Canteen venders terested to attend and hear this interesting discussion.
on the campus.

Shine, Keller Head
Production Staff
Named For 'Shrew'

Government Club
To 'Cuss' Dictators

More Than 1300 High School
Students Compete In Exams
Over 1300 students representing 72
high school teams stormed the Bowling Green campus last Saturday to
compete in the twelfth annual scholarship day contests, according to Dean
Clyde Hissong of the college of education and member of the state
advisory committee of scholarship
tests.
Findlay High School took top honors by winning the only "superior"
rating for schools with more than 400
students enrolled. St. Mary's school
in Sandusky and Ottawa's St. Peter
and Paul received "superior" rating
for schools in which less than 400
students were enrolled.
Lucas and Wood county schools
received the "superior" rating for
county classifications.
Dr. Hissong also announced that
Robert K. Webb of Rossford and Miss
Janet I. Young of Toledo, won first
place in the general senior scholarship contest held March 31 in the
northwest Ohio district.
Dr. W. C. Hoppes was chairman of
the administrative committee, and
Mr. W. C. Jordan was chairman of the
program committee.
Entertainment for the students was

provided after they had completed
their examinations by the concert
band under the direction of Prof.
Charles F. Church. Both gymnasiums
were also open to the scholars, and
facilities were provided for ping-pong,
badminton, and various other games.
Shortly after noon, a horse show
was given in front of the Men's
Gym, and aquatic shows were presented in the natatorium by the University swimming team and the
"Swan Club" under the direction of
E. Budd Cox and Miss Jean Drake.
The northwestern Ohio college
track meet in the stadium and a
group of three one-act plays presented in the University Theatre by the
speech department closed the day's
activities.
Approximately 100 students who
had won awards in the contests held
on the campus April 6 were luncheon
guests at Kohl Hall. The group waa
composed of 16 per cent of the upper
third of the senior classes of various
high schools in northwestern Ohio.
Desn Hissong and Dr. Frank J.
Prout gave the contestants their
awards.
Kohl Hall men acted as hosts to
the scholars.
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President's Thanks..
Your assistance last Saturday on the occasion
of the visit of 1300 hijrh school scholarship students was most valuable and is very greatly appreciated. The program went through smoothly
and everybody seemed to be happy. May I take
this occasion to thank you collectively for your
fine spirit and assistance?
Sincerely youra,
F. J. Prout
President

You Are Needed May Day ..
The biK three-day May Day Celebration planned for this year promises to be the most colorful tradition-making event of the school season.
The committees in charge of the affair began
their work immediately after the May Day of
last year and have worked up a program that will
set a record as far as May Day celebrations are
concerned on this campus.
For the past few years the May Queen ceremonies have been elaborate and beautiful, but
the whole celebration was centered around the
small lot of the Library lawn and was all over
in about an hour. They were not campus celebrations, but were honoring ceremonies for the
lucky woman chosen queen.
This year's festival will be a campus event for
the whole University student body. Hundreds
will be called upon to participate in the numerous colorful ceremonies and entertainments. The
three-day celebration will be highlighted by the
crowning of the queen, the production of the
"Taming of the Shrew," the U.A. Prom, May
Pole dances, processions, and the honor assembly.
Many will be honored; many will participate;
life and color will reign. The committees planning this celebration deserve a lot of credit for
their plans. Their plans will be successful —
if the student body will carry out its part.
Several dozen students are preparing the
"Taming of the Shrew." Others are already on
committees working out the other events. They
need the cooperation of us all to make this celebration a real success. Every student will have
a part in the festivities — either in the various
ceremonies and events or as part of the necessary
watchers. Be there; enjoy the day. Be a BG
booster.—R, L,

New Wheels Move..
The efficiency of the new constitution of the
University Students' Association will meet its
first test as an agent for the government of the
student body when the four Central Committees
get together next Monday evening to elect members to the Student Council and the Social Committee.
The constitution seems to be an undemocratic and unwieldly document which professes indirect election in major student offices, puts the
student popular voice at a minimum and reduces
its vote to the election of a minority in the main
governing groups and to the election of class officers.
Class officers, with exception of the senior
office holders, wield a small influence in student
activities. The student body elects them by
popular vote. The Student Council and Social
Committee posts are the most important in
campus government. The four Central Committees, the machine of the new Constitution,
elect a majority of members to the Council and
Social Committee. This at least is efficiency in
appointment but it says little for a democratic
form of government.
Our guess is that the new set-up will make
such • small difference to the average student
that it is just as well that it should be this way.
At least we have a constitution now, which in itself is an improvement of the state of affairs
■which existed for the past two or three years.
~-A.F.

'Inevitability' Will Get Us In .. KENT Y. M. C. A. MEMBER EXPRESSES

Ever since bombs began to rain in Europe and
in China, America has talked about war. Much
of the talk has been concerned with a sincere
desire to do something to stop war without sending soldiers over to do it. We have had long
sessioning about the possibility of our being
drawn in. But we never said our participation
was ultimately inevitable. Perhaps, at times,
we thought so; but we pushed the thought down,
because we were determined to keep out.
Now we are saying that our getting into Europe's mess is inevitable; and such talk is alarming. It is more harmful than we think, even if
it is "mere" talk, because psychologically it is
bad. It implies a recognition that we can no
longer keep out. It lets down a reasonable barrier and lets a rush of emotion pour in. And
when reason becomes subservient to emotion it
is easier to swallow the "glory" and the "cause"
propaganda that will certainly be fed us.
We know that war is stupid. War is probably the most stupid activity to which man ever applied his brains in inventing poison gas, machine
guns, and techniques for the most effective killing. Saying that it is inevitable that we be
drawn into this morass of human stupidity, will
not help our determination to stay out.—V.W.

Knock Before You Enter
By GORDON HUMPHREY
NEUTRflLITY PLUS:
I see by the papers that certain influential citizens in
this country are supplying the comic relief in the present
world war by offering a cool million bucks on the line
for the person of one Adolf Hitler. That is neither
neutral nor intelligent. It is merely a half baked attempt to shift blame for the war onto Hitler.
If, as certain people would like us to believe, Hitler
is entirely responsible for the war and if the continuation of the war depended entirely upon Hitler, then it
would be easy to end Mr. Hitler and the war. Then here
it is well to remember that England declared war, not
Germany.
Such an offer as this is no more than a third rate catcall designed to make Hitler hunters out of us all. However, if people want to stop the war it might be well for
them to round up and shoot the big shots on both sides.
So, in the spirit of offering rewards, I'm personally putting up thirty-five cents for Mr, Chamberlain alive and
healthy, two bits dead and stinking. Mr. Churchill,
however, rates a reward of a buck an' a quarter — He's
greasy enough to make good soap.
XXX

PEACE MEETING:
Next Monday several of the University groups will
sponsor a Peace Meeting which will include a forum
discussion and in which such things as peace, dictatorship, and propaganda will be cussed and discussed. It
is believed that most students are interested in these
subjects. Everyone is welcome to attend and take part.

'Round The Campus

APPRECIATION FOR HOSPITALITY HERE
Dear Editor:
Last week-end four fellows and
myself attended the YMCA Leadership Training Conference held at
Bowling Green State University. We
had a wonderful time and a very
worthy fellowship.
J am writing this to express our
thanks for all the things done to make
our stay there a memorable one. I
want to thank those who provided
the line recreation. I want to thank
those in whose homes we stayed for
the tine hospitality shown us during
our stay.
I wunt to thank the girls who helped us enjoy our evenings there. I
want to thank the cooks for the good
food and the waitresses for the splendid service rendered.
We left Sunday morning with an
excellent impression of Bowling
Green and it will remain long in our
memories. One, sorry to say, can
go a long way before he finds such
hospitality as you showed us. We
all thank you and hope you get the
same good impression should any of
you, faculty and students, come to
Kent.
Sincerely,
Thomas C. Berg
632 S. Depeyster St.
Kent, Ohio

At The Cinema
AT THE CLA-ZEL
Tonight and tomorrow Bette Davis,
Miram Hopkins and George Brent are
featured in the Pulitzer Prize play,
"The Old Maid."
"Zansibar," coming here Sunday
and Monday, offers ten thousand
thrills, as a daring White Huntress
and her strange crew hack their
way through the dense jungles of
wildest Africa in search of the secret
that ruled ten million lives. "Zanzibar" stars Lola Lane, James Craig,
Eduardo Ciannelli, and Tom Fadden.
"Till We Meet Again" which comes
to the Cla-Zel on Wed., Thurs., and
Eri. features the new film team of
Merle Oberon and George Brent with
such supporting players as Pat
O'Brien and Geraldine Fitzgerald. It
is the story of what happens when
a rirl who is afraid of the future,
meets a man who is afraid to face
his past.

AT THE LYRIC

A double feature bill will be here
Saturday. "Grandpa Goes To Town"
with the Higgins Family and those
two rough men of Fistiana, Maxie
Roxenbloom and Arturo Godoy. The
second feature is "Parole Fixer" with
William Henry and Virginia Dale.
Sunday and Monday Ray Milland
is co-starred with Loretta Young in
"The Doctor Takes A Wife", comedy
of a girl who writes books in praise
of spinsterhood "married to a doctor
who hates career women."
"Opened By Mistake", playing
(Continued from pa^ce 1. col. 2)
Tuesday, stars Charlie Ruggles, Janice
has bwn accepted." Mont of the Logan, Robert Paige and William
automobiles are imported from Ger- Fruwley.
many and the United States. Farm
machinery in imported from France
and England in exchange for currants, olive oil, and fruit.
Greece is the land where hats are
seldom worn, where a new civilization
is built around the ruins of an old,
and where, because of their revoluI wish to express my thanks to
tionary characters, a democracy will
Mr. W. C. Jordan for the fine work
not work.
he has done as head of the program
committee, and to Dr. W. C. Hoppes
Of every 1,000 college graduates for his efficiency in the handling of
who marry only 19 will be divorced, the administrative work of the scholarns compared with the general average1 ship day tests Saturday.
of 164 divorces for every 1,000 murI would also like to thank the 200
rioges.
students and 00 faculty members who

Greek Student
Tells About Life
In Modern Country

Dr. Hissong Thanks
Faculty, Students
For Work On Tests

By DON RAGER
At the termination of the current
semester the Skol sorority will move
from their present location to 228
Pike Avenue.
Mrs. Smith, their
house mother, has purchased the
building.
Announcement was
recently received of
the birth of a son to
Kermit Long and the
former Betty Lou
Platt. The boy, Kermit Long Jr., was
born on April 18,
weighing 7 pounds
and 10 ounces.
Ned Heminger, '39,
Don R.,.r
leaves his job jn th>
Hardy Bank at North Baltimore for
a secretarial job in Cleveland. Dick
Spitler replaces Ned at the bank.
Flora Wood, bookkeeper for the
past year and a half in the business
office, left last Saturday for a civil
service job at Wright Field in Dayton. She has been replaced by Myra
Leuthold of Bucyrus. Miss Leuthold
attended Tiffin University until called for her present position.
"And in conclusion, whet this
country needs is more fish worms."
(That big noise is Frosh Prexy Joe
Coale). Coale can talk for any
length of time on any subject, whether it is about his fish-worm farm or
his Uncle Snaczy, in fact he never
runs down." Merely quoting the Togany Hi-Bee.
Berbers Faccett and Bobbie Wayland will be the student representatives for the Phillip Morris Company
during the summer session. So let's
"Call for Phillip Morris!"
Virginia Zimcner, transfer from
Heidelberg, plans to become a SmithHughes Home Economics teacher upon graduation while Ethel Zimmerman plans to become a dietician and
home service worker.
Let's toss a few orchids to the foils
for a nice paper, but you can all sea
that placing the paper in their bands
would increase our health fees, for
repairing stiches in the sides is an
expensive beezniss.
helped administer and grade the examination papers, and those students
and members of the faculty who provided entertainment for the high
school students after their tests were
completed.
Dean Clyde Hissong

PROPAGANDA:
Without propaganda there would be no war. Most
people nrc intelligent enough to realise that war is generally a total loss. The job, then, of the war-monger is
to whip people Into n fighting mood — and that is a
tough job: it takes a long time and has to be handled
vrry carefully. 11 starts out in its beginning with harmless little comments on the state of things, and then as
it goes on it more and more tends to show only the good
in one idea and only the bad in another. To this end it
employs rumor, half truths and outright lies. As in
any movies, propaganda must have a bad boy for it«
goat. First the bad boy is decided upon; then the job
of making him fiendish is slowly brought to a boil; once
the boiling point has been reached the matter will roll
along at a rapid pace until everyone goes cruzy.
Kurt I.udccke, after making an exhaustive study of
World War propaganda as handled by American newspapers, remarked that, "
one of the strangest characteristics of the propaganda of hate h this: it can be
launched only with cunning subtlety, but once public
judgement has been debased, no puerile catcall is too
obvious for the people to echo."

DRIPPINGS:
The machine age has done wonderful things. People
who once might have been manorial serfs have leisure,
comfort and all the modern conveniences — but we still
don't have a rain coat that will keep us dry on a wet day I
XXX

Discription: One look at her face and I'd just as soon
talk.
XXX

An old maid is a woman who has the courage to earn
her own living.
XXX

Borrowed: "She had the kind of face that would make
any man act like a gentleman no matter what he really
was at heart." — H. C. Witwer

On The Q. T.

Add to your enjoyment of the good things of Ufa by
thrilling your palcrts with good food—and enjoying
the sense of luxury that la yours with good servicel
The conveniently located, local restaurants whose
names appear below Invite you to loin In celebrating
National Restaurant Week.
Make a date—hare a
Restaurant party this week—and every week thereafter!
Lilt of Sponsort
HOME RESTAURANT

Lake Erie Pickerel

By BOYD MUSSER
HARVEY'S RESTAURANT

C

Individ—1 Chicken Pie

j

The world is a funny old thing. She goes about her
way, and never axis any questions.

COURT ST. SANDWICH SHOP

XXX

WOMAN'S CLUB DINING ROOM

|

Fl-Hy Frnit Chiffon Pie

I

Surely you heard the one about the woman who backed into a buzz-saw. Well, disaster.

B. G. TEA ROOM

|

Baby Spring Lame, Mint 3a—

|

Bahcd Ham With Raisin Seece

|

Holland Novelty Leech

|

I Home Baked Ham With Potato 3alad~|

XXX

Charlie Horse says many a half-baked nit-wit has
plenty of crust

STOOrS RESTAURANT

XXX

HOLLAND DAIRY BAR

"We the people." A good phrase for one who won't
admit he's being shoved with the masses.

Q

ISALYS

|

CrcamceTChick.n On Biscuit.

|

MUIR'S RESTAURANT

|

Creamed Chicken On Biscuits

~|

XXX

Most of our college furniture was made by inmates of
the pen. That's as close as some of our lawyers will get
to the bar.

PARROT RESTAURANT

| Roast Fresh Hose With Aamlc Santa |

XXX

One fanner: "Have you a bottle opener around here?"
Other farmer: "Yes, but he's away at college right now!"

DORMAN'S RESTAURANT

|

Half Of Fried Seeing Chick—

|

XXX

THE GIANT HAMBURG

|

Cnbe Steak With V«g.table Salad

I

Mathematics is the exact science. Bat it beats all
what these two-way corsets do to figures.
XXX

Lady: "This ad says they can make 40 year old women
look like 20. la that true?"
Other Lady: "Corsets true."

NATIGNAL RESTAURANT WEEK-MAY 8 TO 14
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Feminine
Field
By VIRGINIA ALGUIRE

Today as I settle down to impart
my weekly offering;, such as it is, I
find this office in far, far better
shape than last week since the "hisrh
and mighty's" have returned, namely,
Frances, Lilley, Baron and Mittleman. Take a bow, gentlemen.
The Women's Building and Natatorium
were scenes of great
activity when the
high school scholarship students arrived
on the campus last
Saturday. Square
dancing, folk dancing:,
and table tennis com
Virginia
prised the entertainAlguir*
ment in the Women's
Building.
In the Nataorium, the Swan Club
gave a ryhthmic swimming demonstration and although their director,
Miss Jean Drake was ill and unable
to be present, the aquatic coeds gave
a fine exhibition.
Two of the main features preceeding the crowning ceremonies at the
Day Day festivities next week will
be the Ohio Suite presented by the
liodern Dane* group and a It minute
program by the Square Dance Club.
The Ohio Suite will consist of a
group of dances depicting the settlement of Ohio. The Modern Dance
Club and the classes in dance will
present the program. Miss Emilie
Hartman created the dances and
Prof. James Paul Kennedy composed
the music for the pioneer section.
The percussion accompaniment will
be given by the intermediate composition class.
Roger Wheeler is the student chairman of the Square Dance programs
and will call rounds and squares for
group participation.

Thinclads Tnavel For Meets With Albion, Capital
Racqueteers
Engage Tars
There, Today
Coxmen Entertain Toledo
University Saturday In
First Home Meet

Provided there are no more
unforseen sessions
of bad
weather or last minute postponements, Coach Budd Cox's varsity netters are scheduled to
take the court in Toledo this
afternoon against the Tars of
DeSales College in their second
start of the season.
The Falcon racquet weilders were
scheduled to open their season yesterday at Bluffton by matching strokes
with the Beavers of Bluffton College.
To top off the week of play the
courteers play a postponed match with
the racqueteers from Toledo University on the University courts, Saturday, at two o'clock.
Although Coach Cox was not certain as to the positions that his squadmen would hold down before he had
seen them play under match conditions
it is pretty certain that the two
letterman and the two flashy sophomore performers would be sure of
places on the team. While the last
two posts will be decided by a round
robin tourney among the remaining
squadmen.
In the "big four", Don Mason appears at present to have the best of
the argument and will likely play first
man in the early matches. Captain
Jack McMahon, Chuck Snydcr and
Jim Hollinger are the other' sure
starters.
The members of the squad that are
For the second consecutive year a battling for tho remaining positions
Rhode Island State College player are Bob Alexander, Meredith Cramer,
has broken the national intercollegi- Harold Hagenmeyer, Chuck Downer,
Owen Hughes and Bill Mahoney.
ate basketball scoring record.

STELLERMEN DROP TORRID SLUGFEST
TO WITTENBERG COLLEGE BASEBALLERS
Brood

Knock Out Sixteen Safe Bingles But
Second One Run Decision To Red
Devils By 11-10 Count

The Falcon baseballers lost another
one run decision on a foreign diamond last Tuesday as Wittenberg's
horsehiders batted three Orange
pitchers for 11 runs and 14 hits in
spite of the 16 hit batting. The final telly read 11-10 after nine innings of apple-knocking.
Bob Roper led the mound parade
for the Falcons and allowed four
runs in the first frame before Harold
Mehlow relieved him. Mehlow gave
For Fine Pastries and Special
Orders
CALL 6471

RANDALL'S BAKERY
186 South Main

Lowest Prices in Town
on White Shoe Polish.

SAMMY'S
Special
30-day shine service $1

FOR
QUALITY
DAIRY PRODUCTS

Model Dairy

Drop

out six more runs in the five and a
half inning that he hurled. The
Stellermen were trailing 5-0 until
the fifth when they scored one run
on Mussil's single.
The fat sixth featured nine runs,
nine hits, and no errors with hits by
Tip Michaelis, Dunn, Ricketts, Mehlow, Steele, Grignon, and Muasil.
However, Wittenberg came back in
their half of the sixth to pound out
three runs on four hits and a walk
to tie the score 10-10 until the ninth.
Al Soaky took over the mound te
finish the last three innings and
quell the Wittenbergers until the ninth
when Chatlain lined a single with
Kostyo on second to rack the winning tally.
The slugfest was highlighted by
Tip Michaelis' homer which opened
the big sixth, and a triple by Dunn,
also a part of the rally inning. The
Falcon bats appear to be developing
well with Steele hitting safely twice
in five trips, Grignon 3 for 5, Mussil
3 for 6, Johnson 0 for 4, Tippy Michaelis 1 for 4, Dunn 2 for 6, Wayne
Michaelis 2 for 6, Allion 1 for 3,
Smith 0 for 1, Ricketts 1 for 3, and
Mehlow had 2 binglea in a like number of attempts.
Net summary showed 10 runs. 16
hits, and 2 errors for the losers, while
Wittenberg got 11 runs on 16 hits
without error.

REMEMBER

MOTHER
SUNDAY, MAY 12

Compliments of

Member
The Federal Deposit
Ini.r.nce Corp.

B. C S. U.'. band of b«.rballers lost their third contest in
at many start* Monday afternoon.
Hillsdale's horsehiders
took home a 5-0 egg from the Falcon's nest in the city park.
Mehlow held th- Hill.dale players to two hits in the first three
innings. In the fourth, however,
the Dales scored four runs on
three hits, a baseball on balls, an
error, and a well placed ground
out.
At this juncture Dewey
Johnson gave up first base to
Welker and pitched the Falcons out
of the hole. In the fifth Coach
Weatherwax's team added an unearned run to finish the scoring
for the day.
The Falcons only made four
hits, and committed three infield
errors.
The broad dropped back into
their hitting slump and Coach
Stellar is still searching for a
steady flinger.

Diamondmen Britons, Red Devils Last
Carded Foes Before Flock
Travel For
Enter Conference^Fracas
Next Games
Falcons Play Kent State,
Hillsdale After Ten
Day Rest Period

Mothers' Day Cards
for all
Gifts that will please
mother

Klever's
Jewelry Store

Falcons Hold Victory Over Michigan And
Pre-Meet Edge Over Capitalists; Are
Expectde To Take Engagements

Coach Landis and his Brown and Orange cindermen will go
into the last lap of their track season when they take to the road
After being idle for 10 days. to meet Capital University and Albion College on May 10 and
Bowling: Green State Univer- 14, respectively.
The Lutherans from Capital offer a mediocre squad with
sity's baseball nine resumes activity with Kent State on May most of their strength in the dashes and middle distances. In a
__
17 and Hillsdale the following recent meet with Ohio Northern, the^
afternoon.
boys from Columbus came out on top
Last season the Falcons did not by a close score. Bowling Green de- wide margin. The Michigan lads will
meet the Flashes, but lost to the feated Northern in a recent triangular offer a more balanced team as at the
affair. Bob Lumdberg is the mainstay last meeting a scarlet fever epidemic
Hillsdale squad.
kept several Britons at home. Cooper,
The pitching staff is still lacking in in the Lutherans' team as he runs a quarter-miler, Frasier, a dashman,
strength and stability. Mehlow turn- in the dashes and heaves the discus. and Krail are the individual stars
ed in a masterful six-hitter against Other Capital dashman are Bowers, of the Albioners.
Findlay College in the opener, but Long, Stock and Holmquist.
The Falcons have been making good
Wolfe is the only strong contender
when he returned against Wittenberg
the following week, he was treated in the distance runs, while Hogan showings in their past few meets and
roughly along with Roper and Sos- and Shupe do the hurdling. Bowers, should take these last two in stride.
Coach Landis will depend much on
key. It is hoped that Dick Leathers' Piper, Lumdberg and Paul Weaver,
the snme boys who made the great
fire-ball may be the much needed Capital's ace basketball star, will
I carry the Capital colors in the field showing in the Northwestern Ohio
punch.
College meet last Saturday.
events.
The catching department with
The trip to Abion will be the seAfter the Albion meet Coach Landis
Approximately 175 athletes Allion donning the shin guards is cond time that Bowling Green and the will send his proteges through a week
will vie for the Wood County pretty well settled, but first base is Britons have met on the oval. In a of tough workouts in preparation for
High School Track Champion- still a battle between senior Welker indoor meet held early in the spring, the Ohio Conference meet to be held
ship Friday and Saturday on and sophomore Johnson. In the first the Landismen came out on top by a here on May 24 and 25.
two games Dewey has failed to hit
the University oval.
Last year the title was won by the safely, but on the other hand has
Wayne Indians under the coaching of looked good on defense.
Eddie Mussill appears to be hitting
Dale Kuhlman. In second place came
Libbey's Lions, who are coached by much better than last season, getting three bingles in the Wittenberg
Matt Dotson this year.
This meet will find a number of game, and appears to be the keystone
Bowling Green State University grad- guardian for the season.
"Tippy" MichaeliB has turned in
uates pitting their track squads
against their former teammates' two marvelous games at short stop,
squads. Some of the coaches are and in addition is hitting the ball
Wayne Stewart, 1938 football cap- hard. He has hit the only circuit clout
Rockets Take Eight Firsts To Defeat 'Field Events
tain. Bob Mustain. Mutt Dotson. Le- in Bowling Green's two games.
Week' Brood; Wellner Shines For Locals;
Third base is another "heads or
roy Croyle. John Huobner, Dun Cling
Force Gives Exhibition
aman, Hurlan Kinney, Art Wilson, tails" mutter. Dcnten Ricketts, beand George Madaras, who is coaching cause of his hitting hus a slight adBowling Green State University's Brown and Orange thinat Milton Center this spring.
vantage so far, but if Bob Smith can
The thirteen teams competing are combine some first class clubbing clads dropped two track and field meets to the University of
Wayne, Liberty, Webster, Tontogany, with his spectacular fielding, he may Toledo tracksters last week.
However, on one occasion they were
Bloomdale, Lake, Pembervillo, Ris- get the nod.
also beaten by the powerful Michigan Normal cindermen in what
Tho outfield appears to be pretty was slated to be a triangular meet but what in reality was a dual
ingsun, North Baltimore, Jackson,
well settled with Archie Steele, Ted scrap between the Fnlcons and the Rockets for second place. The
Cygnet, Onley anil Milton Center.
The referee-starter for the meet Grignon, and George Dunn as keep- other loss was in the battle for the*—
will be Abe Keown, intramural man- ers of tho outer gardens. This trio Annual Northwestern Ohio Track
the two mile event in a record breakager. Larry Newman, Sentinel Trib- collected eight hits in Yhcir last game, championship.
ing time of 9.42:5. This type of runune sports scribe, will be clerk of and appear to be able to hang on to
The Toledoans boasted a select ning in the distance events is sometheir positions.
course.
group of point getters in the persons what of a preview of what the conof Captain Youngs, Giles, Nash. ference meet will be like when Force,
Chandler and Slovak and that was all Dodds of Ashland, and several other
they seemed to need to capture the top notchers battle it out here, three
bunting.
weeks hence,
The Bee Gees lost the match in tho
Toledo Holds Title
The blue and gold clad city lads field events as the powerful Rockets
used much the same technique thut outseored them by 19 points which
won them the title last year. They was just a little more than their ulti■massed no less than eight firsts in mate margin of victory.
Tho final tally of points for the
gaining their total of 87"* points while
By DUNNY
the Falcons, their closest competitor, meet was: Toledo 87V4; Bowling
Green
70; Findlay 26 V»; Ohio Northracked up three firsts and Findlay
"IT WASN'T NOTHING" . . .
Beyond a doubt most of the persons who happen—by some bit of fortune College took two and Heidelberg ern 17; Bluffton 12 und Heidelberg
10.
or otherwise—to read this bit of rambling were in some way effected by the copped one.
Jake Chandler, Toledo's speedy
swarm of high school brain-trustere that were on the campus last weekend endulging in a few of stumpers that Dean Hissong's crew had lined colored hurdler, was the high scorer
When you're down to
up for them. But if you think that was the ultra, ultra as of the day with three firsts and one
second place while Kildie Wellner, the
the last nickel, eat a
far as that type of show goes I will lake the privilege of Falcon's work horse, was second with
throwing the proverbal cold water on your beliefs by saying two firsts and a pair of seconds for
HAMBURGER
that, "wasn't nothing".
18 tollies. Don Youngs, the Rocket
at the
Of course I will admit that colossal shows that I present captain, was third with 18 and Henry;
as proof will not have the flavoring of the text books as they Giles, Toledo's hefty negro weight
are athletic carnivals. And I use the plural because from heaver was fourth with 10 counters.
Two-Miler Steals Show
here on in, that is for three week-ends, weather permitting,
The individual performance laurels
there will be some type of athletic meet being held at the
for the day were won by Force, HeidelOn Wooster Street
muscle factory.
Richard
Coach Paul Landis has scheduled meets that will take berg's splendid distance man who ran

County Tracksters
Gather For Annual
Championship Meet

Toledo U. Makes Successful
Defense of N.W.O. Crown;
Falcons "Retain" Second

[ttATITOi ctL
• FALCON NOT

Whitehouse
Hamburg Shop

Dunip.c.
jn 80me 1,500 sportsmen and that will draw better than 6,000
spectators. The meets in their order of occurrence and perhaps importance
are as follows:
Next week-end the county tracksters will zather for their annual gettogether. This affair will be of importance to the University as well as to
the county schools as most of the coaches are BG graduates. The second
week-end hence will find the district scholastic track and tennis championships being held here. This will bring the cream of the Northwestern Ohio
high school thinclads and racquet wielders, about 600 in number, to the
campus.
The last but by no means the least is the Big Six Meet the following
A meter which measures the adhesion of liquids to solids has been week. This is the meet where all the colleges in the Ohio Conference battle
it out to find out which school has the best group of track and field specialinvented by a University of Idaho
ists. Toledo University is the defending champion and should make a strong
physicist.
defense of her crown this year.
So in concluding I might add that although the educational show was
a big success you haven't seen anything in comparison to the big spectacle
that these exhibitions of competitive sportsmanship will bring.

is HER day

The Bank of
Wood County

Big Fourth Inning
Gives Dales
Win
Over Falcon Nine

Muscle Club To Sponsor
Intramural Lifting Meet
One of the younger campus sports
groups will close its first season
when the weightlifting club holds
its first intramural muscle exposition. The meet is open to any student interested in competing, according to Henry Squire, president
of the sponsoring organization.
The contestants will be divided
into six weight divisions. Those unThe three standard Olympic lifts
will be used In the contest. They
heavyweights.

COUPON—This sdv. and 38c will
clean and press a pair of trousers,
a sweater, or a skirt. Coupon must
The sports columnist of the high school paper, Tht Scarltt Parrot, in
be presented. Home Laundry and
commenting on the lack of appropriate interest in Bowling Green for the
Dependable Dry Cleaners, 166 W.
Wooster St
national pastime characterized the endeavor of the University to sponsor a
baseball team as nothing short of being feeble. Although one might come to
this conclusion by looking at the curtailed schedule that the Falcon baseballers
MEN!
play there seems to me to be a underlying story that more than justifies the
ARE YOUR WOMEN
situation, and show the said columnist is just another diaper dandy making a
bold statement about something that isn't in his field.
LATE FOR DATES?
Bowling Green is reputedly a poor man's school and although the athletic
department has grown by leaps and bounds there are certain phases of the
Buy them the new
program cut because of finances and baseball has felt the ax to the limit,
"Time-Reminder
in fact, there is hardly enough money pigeon-holed to pay for the sport but
Compact"
still it goes on. How? It is sponsored by the Varsity Club. This is only
A streamlined smart looking
one of the many fine projects taken on by this club. Yea, it is really nice
compact that's equipped with
going on the part of the club for giving the baseballers a chance to perform
a clock dial and hands for a
and at the same time keeping the athletic program of the University at a
constant date time reminder.
high level.

Mothers' Day
Suggestions at

LLOYD'S

NICE GOING . . .

REMEMBER MOTHER
with FLOWERS

Get Top Performance With
ATLANTIC GASOLINE and
MOTOR OIL

BR1GHAM'S FLOWER
SHOP

ATLANTIC WHITE
FLASH

174 S. Main

Ph. 2931

Cor. S. Main and Washington

$1.00

N.S. Crosby
Jeweler
W. Wooster St.

1 Lb. box . . . $1, $1.50
2 Lb. box
$2.00
Other selection 25c, up
Prices to meet student
budgets on
Cologne Perfumes
Evening In Paris
Perfume Sets
MANY OTHER GIFTS TO
CHOOSE FROM

LLOYD'S DRUG
STORE
WALGREEN AGENCY
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President's Thanks..
Your assistance last Saturday on the occasion
of the visit of 1300 higrh school scholarship students was most valuable and is very greatly appreciated. The program went through smoothly
and everybody seemed to be happy. May I take
this occasion to thank you collectively for your
fine spirit and assistance?
Sincerely yours,
F. J. Prout
President

You Are Needed May Day ..
The big three-day May Day Celebration planned for this year promises to be the most colorful tradition-making event of the school season.
The committees in charge of the affair began
their work immediately after the May Day of
last year and have worked up a program that will
set a record as far as May Day celebrations are
concerned on this campus.
For the past few years the May Queen ceremonies have been elaborate and beautiful, but
the" whole celebration was centered around the
small lot of the Library lawn and was all over
in about an hour. They were not campus celebrations, but were honoring ceremonies for the
lucky woman chosen queen.
This year's festival will be a campus event for
the whole University student body. Hundreds
will be called upon to participate in the numerous colorful ceremonies and entertainments. The
three-day celebration will be highlighted by the
crowning of the queen, the production of the
"Taming of the Shrew," the U.A. Prom, May
Pole dances, processions, and the honor assembly.
Many will be honored; many will participate;
life and color will reign. The committees planning this celebration deserve a lot of credit for
their plans. Their plans will be successful —
if the student body will carry out its part.
Several dozen students are preparing the
"Taming of the Shrew." Others are already on
committees working out the other events. They
need the cooperation of us all to make this celebration a real success. Every student will have
a part in the festivities — either in the various
ceremonies and events or as part of the necessary
watchers. Be there; enjoy the day. Be a BG
booster.—R. L.

New Wheels Move..
The efficiency of the new constitution of the
University Students' Association will meet its
first test as an agent for the government of the
student body when the four Central Committees
get together next Monday evening to elect members to the Student Council and the Social Committee.
The constitution seems to be an undemocratic and unwieldly document which professes indirect election in major student offices, puts the
student popular voice at a minimum and reduces
its vote to the election of a minority in the main
governing groups and to the election of class officers.
Class officers, with exception of the senior
office holders, wield a small influence in student
activities. The student body elects them by
popular vote. The Student Council and Social
Committee posts are the most important in
campus government. The four Central Committees, the machine of the new Constitution,
eject a majority of members to the Council and
Social Committee. This at least is efficiency in
appointment but it says little for a democratic
form of government.
Our guess is that the new set-up will make
such a small difference to the average student
that it is just as well that it should be this way.
At ieast we have a constitution now, which in itself is an improvement of the state of affairs
which existed for the past two or three years.
~-A.F.

Inevitability' Will Get Us In ..
Ever since bombs began to rain in Europe and
in China, America has talked about war. Much
of the talk has been concerned with a sincere
desire to do something to stop war without sending soldiers over to do it. We have had long
sessioning about the possibility of our being
drawn in. But we never said our participation
was ultimately inevitable. Perhaps, at times,
we thought so; but we pushed the thought down,
because we were determined to keep out.
Now we are saying that our getting into Europe's mess is inevitable; and such talk is alarming. It is more harmful than we think, even if
it is "mere" talk, because psychologically it is
bad. It implies a recognition that we can no
longer keep out. It lets down a reasonable barrier and lets a rush of emotion pour in. _ And
when reason becomes subservient to emotion it
is easier to swallow the "glory" and the "cause"
propaganda that will certainly be fed us.
We know that war is stupid. War is probably the most stupid activity to which man ever applied his brains in inventing poison gas, machine
guns, and techniques for the most effective killing. Saying that it is inevitable that we be
drawn into this morass of human stupidity, will
not help our determination to stay out.—V.W.

Knock Before You Enter
By CORDON HUMPHREY
—— .. ■ -
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NEUTRALITY PLUS:
I see by the papers that certain influential citizens in
this country are supplying the comic relief in the present
world war by offering a cool million bucks on the line
for the person of one Adolf Hitler. That is neither
neutral nor intelligent. It is merely a half baked attempt to shift blame for the war onto Hitler.
If, as certain people would like us to believe, Hitler
Is entirely responsible for the war and if the continuation of the war depended entirely upon Hitler, then it
would be easy to end Mr. Hitler and the war. Then here
it is well to remember that England declared war, not
Germany.
Such an offer as this Is no more than a third rate catcall designed to make Hitler hunters out of us all. However, if people want to stop the war it might be well for
them to round up and shoot the big shots on both sides.
So, in the spirit of offering rewards, I'm personally putting up thirty-fivo cents for Mr. Chamberlain alive and
healthy, two bits dead and stinking. Mr. Churchill,
however, rates a reward of a buck an* a quarter — He's
greasy enough to make good soap.
XXX

PEACE MEETING:
Next Monday several of the University groups will
sponsor a Ponce Meeting which will include a forum
discussion and in which such things ns peace, dictatorship, nnd propaganda will be cussed and discussed. It
is believed that most students are interested in these
subjects. Everyone is welcome to attend and take part.

KENT Y. M. C. A. MEMBER EXPRESSES
'Round The Campus
APPRECIATION FOR HOSPITALITY HERE
By DON RAGER

Dear Editor:
Last week-end four fellows and
myself attended the YMCA Leadership Training Conference held at
Bowling Green State University. We
had a wonderful time and a very
worthy fellowship.
I am writing this to express our
thanks for all the things done to make
our stay there a memorable one. I
want to thank those who provided
the fine recreation. I want to thank
those in whose homes we stayed for
the fine hospitality shown us during
our stay.
I want to thank the girls who helped u* enjoy our evenings there. I
want to thank the cooks for the good
food and the waitresses for the splendid service rendered.
We left Sunday morning with an
excellent impression of Bowling
Green and it will remain long in our
memories. One, sorry to say, can
go a long way before he finds such
hospitality as you showed us. We
all thank you and hope you get the
same good impression should any of
you, faculty and students, come to
Kent.
Sincerely,
Thomas C. Berg
6.12 S. Depeyster St.
Kent, Ohio

At The Cinema
AT THE CLA-ZEL
Tonight and tomorrow Bette Davis,
Minim Hopkins and George Bront are
featured in the Pulitzer Prize play,
"The Old Maid."
"Zansibar," coming here Sunday
and Monday, offers ten thousand
thrills, as a daring White Huntress
and her strange crew hack their
way through the dense jungles of
wildest Africa in search of the secret
that ruled ten million lives. "Zanzibar" stars Lola Lane, James Craig,
Edunrdo Ciannelli, and Tom Fadden.
"Till We Meet Again" which comes
to the Cla-Zel on Wed., Thurs., and
Fri. feature* the new film team of
Merle Oberon and George Brent with
such supporting playera as Pat
O'Brien and Geraldine Fitzgerald. It
is the story of what happens when
a girl who is afraid of the future,
meets a man who is afraid to face
his past.

AT THE LYHIC

A double feature bill will be here
Saturday. "Grandpa Goea To Town"
with the Higgins Family and those
two rough men of Fistiana, Maxie
Roxenbloom and Arturo Godoy. The
second feature is "Parole Fixer" with
William Henry and Virginia Dale.
Sunday and Monday Ray Milland
is co-starred with Loretta Young in
"The Doctor Takes A Wife", comedy
of a girl who writes books in praise
of apinsterhood "married to a doctor
who hates career women."
"Opened By Mistake", playing
(Continued from page ], col. 2)
Tuesday, stars Charlie Ruggles, Janice
has been accepted." Most of the Logan, Robert Paige and William
automobiles are imported from Ger- Frawley.
many and the United States. Farm
mnchinery is imported from France
and England in exchange for currunts, olive oil, and fruit.
Greece is the land where hats are
seldom worn, where a new civilization
is built around the ruina of an old,
anil where, because of their revoluI wish to express my thanks to
tionary characters, a democracy will
Mr. W. C. Jordan for the fine work
not work.
he has done as head of the program
committee, and to Dr. W. C. Hoppcs
Of every 1,000 college graduates for his efficiency in the handling of
who marry only 19 will be divorced, the administrative work of the scholarns compared with the general average ship day tests Saturday.
of 164 divorces for every 1,000 murI would also like to thank the 200
riages.
students and 60 faculty members who

Greek Student
Tells About Life
In Modern Country

Dr. Hissong Thanks
Faculty, Students
For Work On Tests

At the termination of the current
semester the Skol sorority will move
from their present location to 228
Pike Avenue.
Mrs. Smith, their
house mother, has purchased the
building.
Announcement was
recently received of
the birth of a son to
Kermit Long and the
former Betty Lou
Platt. The boy, Kermit Long Jr., was
bom on April 18,
weighing 7 pounds
and 10 ounces.
Ned Heminger, '39,
Don Rager
|eave8 his job in the
Hardy Bank at North Baltimore for
a secretarial job in Cleveland. Dick
Spitler replaces Ned at the bank.
Flora Wood, bookkeeper for the
past year and a half in the business,
office, left last Saturday for a civil
service job at Wright Field in Dayton. She ha* been replaced by Myra
Leuthold of Bucyrus. Miss Leuthold
attended Tiffin University until called for her present position.
"And in conclusion, what thie
country need* is more fish worm*."
(That big noise is Frosh Prexy Joe
Coale). Coale can talk for any
length of time on any subject, whether it is about his fish-worm farm or
his Uncle Snaczy, in fact he never
runs down." Merely quoting the Togany Hi-Bee.
Barbara Faccett and Bobbie Wayland will be the student representatives for the Phillip Morris Company
during the summer session. So let's
"Call for Phillip Morris!"
Virginia Zimmrr. transfer from
Heidelberg, plans to become a SmithHughes Home Economics teacher upon graduation while Ethel Zimmerman plans to become a dietician and
home service worker.
Let's toea a few orchids to the goils
for a nice paper, but you can all see
that placing the paper in their hands
would increase our health fees, for
repairing stiches in the sides is an
expensive beezniss.
helped administer and grade the examination papers, and those students
and members of the faculty who provided entertainment for the high
school students after their tests were
completed.
Dean Clyde Hissong

PROPAGANDA:
Without propaganda there would be no war. Most
people are intelligent enough to reulize that war is generally a total loss. The job. then, of the war-monger is
to whip people into a fighting mood — nnd that is a
tOOfh Job! it takes n long time and has to be bundled
very carefully. It starts out in its beginning with harmless little comment* on the state of things, nnd then as
it goes on it more nnd more tends to show only the good
in one idea nnd only the bad in nnotlier. To this end it
employs rumor, half truths and outright lies. As in
any movies, propaganda must have a bad boy for its
goat. First the bad boy is decided upon; then the job
of making him fiendish is slowly brought to a boil; once
the boiling point has been reached the matter will roll
along at a rnpid pace until everyone goes crazy.
Kurt Ludeckc, after making an exhaustive study of
World War propaganda us handled by American newspapers, remarked that, "
one of the strangest characteristics of the propaganda of hate is this; it can be
launched only with cunning subtlety, but once public
judgement has been debased, no puerile catcall is too
obvious for the people to echo."
DRIPPINGS:
The machine age has done wonderful things. People
who once might have been manorial serfs have leisure,
comfort and all the modern convenience* — hut we still
don't have a rain coat that will keep us dry on a wet day!
X

Z

X

Discription: One look at her face and I'd just as soon
talk.
XXX

An old maid is a woman who has the courage to earn
her own living.
XXX

Borrowed: "She had the kind of face that would make
any man act like a gentleman no matter what he really
was at heart." — H. C. Witwer

On The Q. T.

Add to your onioyment of tha good things of Ufa by
thrilling your palate with good food—and enjoying
the sense of luxury that is yours with good *arvic«l
Tha convaniently located, local restaurants who»e
names appear below invite you to loin in celebrating
National Restaurant Week.
Make a date—have a
Restaurant party alls week—and every week thereafterl
List of Sponiors
HOME RESTAURANT

Lake Erie Pickerel

HARVEY'S RESTAURANT

Individ—J Chicken Pic

By BOYD MUSSKR
The world ia a funny old thing. She goes about her
way, and never axis any questions.

COURT ST. SANDWICH SHOP

XXX

WOMAN'S CLUB DINING ROOM

Surely you heard the one about the woman who backed Into a buzx-saw. Well, disaster.

B. G. TEA ROOM

I

Home Baked Ham With Potato ScUd |
Fluffy Frait ChlHoa Pie

I

Baby Spring. Lamb, Mint Saeco ~~|

XXX

Charlie Horse says many a half-baked nit-wit ha*
plenty of crust

STOOTS RESTAURANT

|

Baked Ham With Raisin Sauc

|

XXX

HOLLAND DAIRY BAR

|

Holland Novelty Lwnch

|

"We the people." A good phrase for one who won't
admit he's being shoved with the masses.

ISALYS

Creamed Chicken On BUcuita

XXX

Most of our college furniture was made by inmate* of
the pen- That's as close as some of our lawyers will get
to tha bar.

MUIR'S RESTAURANT
PARROT RESTAURANT

|

Creamed Chicken On Biscuits

|

[ Roast Freeh Hasp With Asmle Sauca~|

XXX

One fanner: "Have you a bottle opener around here?"
Other farmer: "Yes, but he's away at college right now!"

DORMANS RESTAURANT

|

Half Of Fried Spring Cliches,

|

XXX

THE GIANT HAMBURG

j

Cube Steak With VcgctabU Salad

|

Mathematics is the exact science. Bat it beats all
what these two-way corsets do to figure*.
XXX

Lady: "This ad says they can make 40 year old women
look like 20. I* that true?"
Other Lady: "Corsets true."

NATIONAL RESTAI!RANT WECK-MAY 8 T914
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Feminine
Field
By VIRGINIA ALCUIRE

Today as I settle down to impart
my weekly offering, such as it is. I
find this office in far, far better
shape than last week since the "high
and mighty's" have returned, namely,
Frances, Lilley, Baron and Mittleman. Take a bow, gentlemen.
The Women's Building and Natatorium
were scenes of great
activity when the
high school scholarship students arrived
on the campus last
Saturday. Square
dancing, folk dancing,
and table tennis cornVirginia
prised the entertainAlf uira
ment in the Women's
Building.
In the Nataorium, the Swan Club
gave a ryhthmic swimming demonstration and although their director,
llis.« Jean Drake was ill and unable
to be present, the aquatic coeds gave
a fine exhibition.
Two of the main features preceeding the crowning ceremonies at the
May Day festivities next week will
be the Ohio Suite presented by the
Modern Dane* group and a It minut*
program by the Square Dance Club.
The Ohio Suite will consist of i
group of dances depicting the settlement of Ohio. The Modern Dance
Club and the classes in dance will
present the program. Miss Emilie
Hartman created the dances and
Prof. James Paul Kennedy composed
the music for the pioneer section.
The percussion accompaniment will
be given by the intermediate composition class.
Roger Wheeler is the student chairman of the Square Dance programs
and will call rounds and squares for
group participation.

For the second consecutive year a
Rhode Island State College player
has broken the national intercollegiate basketball scoring record.

Thinclads TnavelForMeets With Albion, Capital
Racqueteers
Engage Tars
There, Today
Coxmen Entertain Toledo
University Saturday In
First Home Meet
Provided there are no more
unforseen sessions of bad
weather or last minute postponement*, Coach Budd Cox's varsity netters are scheduled to
take the court in Toledo this
afternoon against the Tars of
DeSales College in their second

start of the season.
The Falcon racquet weilders were
scheduled to open their season yesterday at Bluffton by matching strokes
with the Beavers of Bluffton College.
To top off the week of play the
courteers play a postponed match with
the racqueteers from Toledo University on the University courts, Saturday, at two o'clock.
Although Coach Cox was not certain as to the positions that his squadmen would hold down before he had
seen them play under match conditions
it is pretty certain that the two
letterman and the two flashy sophomore performers would be sure of
places on the team. While the last
two posts will be decided by a round
robin tourney among the remaining
squadmen.
In the "big four", Don Mason appears at present to have the best of
the argument and will likely play first
man in the early matches. Captain
Jim Hollinger are the other' sure
starters.
The members of the squad that are
battling for the remaining positions
are Bob Alexander, Meredith Cramer,
Harold Hagenmeyer, Chuck Downer,
Owen Hughes and Bill Mahoney.

STELLERMEN DROP TORRID SLUG-FEST
TO WITTENBERG COLLEGE BASEBALLERS
Brood

Knock Out Sixteen Safe Bingles But
Second One Run Decision To Red
Devils By 11-10 Count

The Falcon baseballers lost another
one run decision on a foreign diumond last Tuesday us Wittenberg's
horsehidera batted three Orange
pitchers for 11 runs and 14 hits in
spite of the 10 hit batting. The final tully read 11-10 after nine innings of apple-knocking.
Bob Roper led the mound parade
for the Falcons and allowed four
runs in the first frame before Harold
Mehlow relieved him. Mehlow gave
For Fine Pastries and Special
Orders
CALL 6471

RANDALL'S BAKERY
186 South Main

Lowest Prices in Town
on White Shoe Polish.

SAMMY'S
Special
30-day shine service $1

FOR
QUALITY
DAIRY PRODUCTS

Model Dairy

Drop

out six more runs in the five anil u
half inning that he hurled. The
Stellermen were trailing 5-0 until
the fifth when they scored one run
on Mussil's single.
The fat sixth featured nine runs,
nine hits, and no errors with hits by
Tip Michaelis, Dunn, Rickctts, Mehlow, Steele, Grignon, and Mussil.
However, Wittenberg came back in
their half of the sixth to pound out
three runs on four hits and a walk
to tie the score 10-10 until the ninth.
Al Soaky took over the mound t<»
finish the last three innings and
quell the Wittenbergers until the ninth
when Chatlain lined a single with
Kostyo on second to rack the winning tally.
The slugfest was highlighted by
Tip Michaelis' homer which opened
the big sixth, and a triple by Dunn,
also a part of the rally inning. The
Falcon bats appear to be developing
well with Steele hitting safely twice
in five trips, Grignon 3 for 5, Mussil
3 for 6, Johnson 0 for 4, Tippy Michaelis 1 for 4, Dunn 2 for 6, Wayne
Michaelis 2 for 5, Allion 1 for 3,
Smith 0 for 1, Rkketts 1 for 3, and
Mehlow had 2 bingles in a like number of attempts.
Net summary showed 10 runs, IS
hits, and 2 errors for the losers, while
Wittenberg got 11 runs on 16 hits
without error.

REMEMBER
MOTHER
is HER day

Compliments of

Member
The Federal Deposit
Inaersnce Corp.

B. C S. U.'« band of baseballers lost their third contest in
at many starts Monday afternoon.
Hilladale's horaehidera
took home a 5-0 egg from the Falcon's neat in the city park.
Mehlow held the HilladaU playera to two hita in the firat thro*
inninga. In the fourth, however,
tho Dalea scored four runs on
three hita, a baseball on balls, an
error, and a well placed ground
out.
At thia juncture Deway
Johnson gave up first base to
Welker and pitched the Falcons out
of the hole. In the fifth Coach
Weatherwax'a team added an unearned run to finish the scoring
for the day.
The Falcona only made four
hits, and committed three infield
errors.
The broad dropped beck into
their hitting slump and Coech
Steller is still searching for a
steady flinger.

County Tracksters
Gather For Annual
Championship Meet
Approximately 175 athletes
will vie for the Wood County
High School Track Championship Friday and Saturday on
the University oval.
Last year the title was won by the
Wayne Indians under the coaching of
Dale Kuhlman. In second place came
Libbey's Lions, who are coached by
Matt Dotson this year.
This meet will find a number of
Bow|inK c.reen State University graduates pitting their track squads
against their former teammates'
squuds. Some of the coaches are
Wayne Stewart, 1938 football captain, Bob Mustain. Mutt Dotson. I,eroy Croyle, John Huob'icr, Dun Olingaman, Harlan Kinney, Art Wilson.
anil George Madaras, who is coaching
at Milton Center this spring.
The thirteen teams competing are
Wayne, Liberty, Webster, Tontoguny,
Bloomdale, Lake, Pemberville, His
ingsun, North Baltimore, Jackson,
Cygnet, Onley and Milton Center.
The referee-starter for the meet
will be Abe Keown, intramural manager. Larry Newman, Sentinel Tribune sports scribe, will be clerk of
course.

Diamondmen Britons, Red Devils Last
Carded Foes Before Flock
Travel For
Enter Conference*Fracas
Next Games Falcons Hold Victory Over Michigan And
Falcons Play Kent State,
Hillsdale After Ten
Day Rest Period
After being idle for 10 days,
Bowling Green State University's baseball nine resumes activity with Kent State on May
17 and Hillsdale the following
afternoon.
I,ast season the Falcons did not
meet the Flashes, but lost to the
Hillsdale squad.
The pitching staff is still lacking in
strength and stability. Mehlow turned in a masterful six-hitter against
Findlay College in the opener, but
when he returned against Wittenberg
the following week, he was treated
roughly along with Roper and Soskey. It is hoped that Dick Leathers'
fire-ball may be the much needed
punch.
The
catching department with
Allion donning the shin guards is
pretty well settled, but first base is
still a battle between senior Welker
and sophomore Johnson. In the first
two games Dewey has failed to hit
safely, but on the other hand has
looked good on defense.
Eddie Mussill appears to be hitting
much better than last season, getting three bingles in the Wittenberg
game, and appears to be the keystone
guurdian for the season.
"Tippy" Michaelis has turned in
two marvelous games at short stop,
and in addition is hitting the ball
hard. He has hit the only circuit clout
in Rowling Green's two games.
Third base is another "heads or
tails" matter. Denton Kicketts, because of his hitting has a slight advantage so far, but if Bob Smith can
combine some first class clubbing
with his spectacular fielding, he mny
get the nod.
The outfield appears to be pretty
well settled with Archie Steele, Tod
Grignon, and George Dunn as keepers of tho outer gardens. This trio
collected eight hits in Yhcir last game,
and appear to be able to hung on to
their positions.
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FA1_C€N NOT
By DUNNY

"TT WASN'T NOTHING" . . .

Beyond a doubt most of the persons who happen—by some bit of fortune
or otherwise—to read this bit of rambling were in some way effected by the
swarm of high school brain-trusters that were on the campus last weekend endulging in a few of stumpers that Dean Hissong's crew had lined
up for them. But if you think that was the ultra, ultru as
far as that type of show goes I will take the privilege of
throwing the proverbal cold water on your beliefs by saying
that, "wasn't nothing".
Of course I will admit that colossal shows that I present
as proof will not have the flavoring of the text books as they
are athletic carnivals. And I use the plural because from
here on in, that is for three week-ends, weather permitting,
there will be some type of athletic meet being held at the
muscle factory.
Richard
Coach Paul Landis has scheduled meets that will take
Dunipace
jn «ome 1,600 sportsmen and that will draw better than 6,000
spectators. The meets in their order of occurrence and perhaps importance
are as follows:
Next week-end the county trackiters will gather for their annual gettogether. This affair will be of importance to the University as well as to
the county schools as most of the coaches are BG graduates. The second
week-end hence will find the district scholastic track and tennis championships being held here. This will bring the cream of the Northwestern Ohio
high school thinclads and racquet wielders, about 600 in number, to the
campus.
The last but by no means the least is the Big Six Meet the following
A meter which measures the adhesion of liquids to solids has been week. This is the meet where all the colleges in the Ohio Conference battle
it out to find out which school has the best group of track and field specialinvented by s University of Idaho
ists. Toledo University is the defending champion and should make a strong
physicist.
defense of her crown this year.
So in concluding I might add that although the educational show was
a big success you haven't seen anything in comparison to the big spectacle
that these exhibitions of competitive sportsmanship will bring.
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The Bank of
Wood County

Big Fourth Inning
Gives Dales Win
Over Falcon Nine

Mothers' Day Cards
for all
Gifts that will please
mother

KJever's
Jewelry Store

Pre-Meet Edge Over Capitalists; Are
Expectde To Take Engagements
Coach Landis and his Brown and Orange cindermen will go
into the last lap of their track season when they take to the road
to meet Capital University and Albion College on May 10 and
14, respectively.
The Lutherans from Capital offer a mediocre squad with
most of their strength in the dashes and middle distances. In a
recent meet with Ohio Northern, theff
boys from Columbus came out on top
by a close score. Bowling Green de- wide margin. The Michigan lads will
feated Northern in a recent triangular offer a more balanced team as at the
affair. Bob Lumdberg is the mainstay last meeting a scarlet fever epidemic
in the Lutherans' team as he runs kept several Britons at home. Cooper,
in the dashes and heaves the discus. a quarter-miler, Fraxier, a dashman,
Other Capital dashman are Bowers, and Krall are the individual stars
of the Albioners.
Long, Stock and Holmquist.
The Falcons have been making good
Wolfe is the only strong contender
in the distance runs, while llogan showings in their past few meets and
and Shupe do the hurdling. Bowers, should take these last two in stride.
Piper, Lumdberg and Paul Weaver, Coach Landis will depend much on
Capital's ace basketball star, will the same boys who made the great
carry the Capital colors in the field showing in the Northwestern Ohio
College meet last Saturday.
events.
After the Albion meet Coach Landis
The trip to Abion will be the second time that Bowling Green and the will send his proteges through a week
of
tough workouts in preparation for
Britons have met on the oval. In a
indoor meet held early in the spring*, tho Ohio Conference meet to be held
the Landismen came out on top by a here on May 24 and 25.

Toledo U. Makes Successful
Defense of N.W.O. Crown;
Falcons "Retain' Second
Rockets Take Eight Firsts To Defeat 'Field Events
Week' Brood; Wellner Shines For Locals;
Force Gives Exhibition
Bowling Green State University's Brown and Orange thinclads dropped two track and field meets to the University of
Toledo tracksters last week. However, on one occasion they were
also beaten by the powerful Michigan Normal cindermen in what
was slated to be a triangular meet but what in reality was a dual
scrap between the Falcons and the Rockets for second place. The
other loss was in the battle for the*
Annual Northwestern Ohio Track the two mile event in a record breakchampionship.
ing time of 9.42:6. This type of runThe Toledonns boasted a select ning in the distunee events is somegroup of point getters in the persons what of a preview of what the conof Captain Youngs. Giles, Nush, ference meet will be liki- when Force,
Chandler and Slovak and that was all Dodds of Ashland, and several other
they seemed to need to cupture the lop notehers battle it out here, three
bunting.
weeks hence).
The Bee Gees lost the match in tho
Toledo Holds Title
The blue and gold clnd city lads field events as the powerful Rockets
used much the same technique that OUtscored them by 10 points which
won them the title last year. They was just a little more than their ultiamassed no less than eight firsts in mate margin of victory.
Tho final tally of points for the
gaining their total of H7'/4 points while
the Falcons, their closest competitor, meet was: Toledo 87 Mi; Howling
Green
70; Findlay 26% ; Ohio Northracked up three firsts und Findluy
College took two und Heidelberg ern 17; Bluffton 12 und Heidelberg
10.
copped one.
Jake Chandler, Toledo's speedy
colored hurdler, was the high scorer
When you're down to
of the day with three firsts and one
second place while Eddie Wellner, the
the last nickel, eat a
Falcon's work horse, was second with
HAMBURGER
two firsts and a pair of seconds for
18 tallies. Don Youngs, the Rocket
at the
captain, was third with 18 and Henry I
Giles, Toledo's hefty negro weight \
heaver was fourth with 10 counters.
Two-Miler Steals Show
The individual performance luurels
for the day were won by Force, HeidelOn Wooster Street
berg's splendid distance man who ran

Whitehouse
Hamburg Shop

Muscle Club To Sponsor
Intramural Lifting Meet
One of the younger campus sports
groups will close its first season
when the weightlifting club holds
its first intramural muscle exposition. The meet is open to any student interested in competing, according to Henry Squire, president
of the sponsoring organization.
The contestants will be divided
into six weight divisions. Those unThe three standard Olympic lifts
will be used in the contest. They
heavyweights.

COUPON—This adv. and 38c will
clean and press a pair of trousers,
a sweater, or a skirt. Coupon must
The sports columnist of the high school paper, The Scarlet Parrot, in
be presented. Home Laundry and
commenting on the lack of appropriate interest in Bowling Green for the
Dependable Dry Cleaners, 166 W.
Ws ester St
national pastime characterized the endeavor of the University to sponsor a
baseball team as nothing short of being feeble. Although one might come to
this conclusion by looking st the curtailed schedule that the Falcon baseballers
MEN!
play there seems to me to be a underlying story that more than justifies the
ARE YOUR WOMEN
situation, and show the said columnist is just another diaper dandy making a
bold statement about something that isn't in his field.
LATE FOR DATES?
Bowling Green is reputedly a poor man's school and although the athletic
department has grown by leaps and bounds there are certain phases of the
Buy them the new
program cut because of finsnees and baseball has felt the ax to the limit,
"Time-Reminder
in fact, there is hardly enough money pigeon-holed to pay for the sport but
Compact"
still it goes on. How? R is sponsored by the Varsity Club. This is only
A streamlined smart looking
one of the many fine projects taken on by this club. Yes, it is really nice
compact that's equipped with
going on the part of the club for giving the baseballers a chance to perform
a clock dial and hands for a
and at the same time keeping the athletic program of the University at a
constant date time reminder.
high lavel.

Mothers' Day
Suggestions at

LLOYD'S

NICE GOING . . .

REMEMBER MOTHER
with FLOWERS

BRIGHAM'S FLOWER
SHOP
174 S. Main

Ph. 2S31

Cat Top Performance With
ATLANTIC GASOLINE .nd
MOTOR OIL

ATLANTIC WHITE
FLASH
Cor. S. Main and Washington

$1.00

N.S. Crosby
Jeweler
W. Wooster St

1 Lb. box . . . $1, $1.50
2 Lb. box
$2.00
Other selection 25c, up
Prices to meet student
budgets on
Cologne Perfumes
Evening In Paris
Perfume Sets
MANY OTHER GIFTS TO
CHOOSE FROM

LLOYD'S DRUG
STORE
WALGREEN AGENCY
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For your Individual
Coiffure visit

SORORITY PICNICS, FORMAL H1GHUGHT 60 Couples Attend
Five Sister Formal
CAMPUS ACTIVITIES FOR WEEK END

Monty's
Beauty Salon

Hanselman To Play For Las Amiga* Dance Saturday;
Five And Seven Sister Sororities Will Hold
Annual Picnics Same Evening

Permanent* $1.50 and up

Campus socialites tin's week will go to either of two sorority
picnics or to the annual Las Amigas formal dance which is to be
held Saturday evening in Reception Hall from 9 to 12. Dick
Hanselman and his Rossford orchestra will play.
Joan Brown, general chairman of the dance, announces that
many alumni are returning for the dance. The decoration scheme
will be around the
theme of a ship.
Committees com- Th* Seven Sister sorority will hold
its annual picnic this Saturday evepleting their arrange- ning
at Side Cut Park. The outing
ments are: Alberta will begin
at 6.
Smith, Betty Love

■

PHONE 2611

Beautiful gifts for
MOTHERS' DAY

Zeigler's Dress
Shop
140 S. Main

W
AMERICA'S
NEWEST FAD

Friendship
Bracelet
ACTUAL Mil OP LIN*
•HOWINI BNaHAVIN«

Sterling Sllvw
Linki

Roll.d Gold
Link.

25c

30c

TTity link your love and friendship with th* lev* of yovr
iw**th*arf, frit>ndi and relative*.
Your brac»Ut grows while you
wear It. Bob-O-Llnks or*
•n graved with th* plvtr'l Initials
and attached to th* chain fro*
of charg*.
Th* Bob-O-LInk Frlendihlp Brac.l.l
Is itorted with a foundation chain
and on* link . . . Steding Silver,
$1.00. Rollod Gold Plato, S1.25.
Gltln Bo Iho Rut In your ■•! lo
comploto a bracelet. Como In and
hay* u« ihow you this later! kit.

N. S. Crosby
Jeweler
W. Wooster St.

THE LYRIC
WED.-THUR.
May 8-9
Bcttc Davis, Miriam Hopkins in

"THE OLD MAID"
FRI.-SAT.
M.T 10-11
Open 2:16 Sat
The Three Mcsquiteers in

"COVERED WAGON
DAYS"
Admission: lie and 16c
SUN.-MON.
M.T 12-13
Open 2:15 Sun.
Lola Lane, James Cralg in

"ZANZIBAR"
TUE.-WED.-THUR.
May U-15-16
Brian Ahemc, Victor McLaglen
in

"CAPTAIN FURY"

land, Maryellen Hill,
Marion
Merickel
decorations; Lamont
Shoup, Jean Bice,
Betty
Hite,
Joan
Weaver, Euleen Honeck, refreshments; Harriet Troyer,
Betty Dilley, Nan Evans, invitations;
Joan Brown and Ruth Meek, orches
tra.
Faculty guests will Include President and Mrs. Frank J. Prout, Dr.
and Mrs. H. B. Williams, Miss Grace
D. Wills, Miss Grace Durrin, Prof.
and Mrs. Charles F. Reebs, Dr. and
Mrs. George M. Moore, Miss Harriet
S. Hayward, Prof, and Mrs. Paul F.
Muse, Dr. nnd Mrs. William C. Hoppes, and Mr. and Mrs. W. B. McCombs.

Jane Given is head of the foods
committee.
Following the picnic
supper dancing and games will be enjoyed.
Sorority sponsors, Miss Florence
Litchfleld and Miss Caroline Nielson, will be faculty members at the
picnic.
The affair is for sorority
members and their guests.
Formal initiation of 21 Seven Sister pledges was held Sunday evening at 6 at the home of Mildred
Mannhart, W. Wooster St.
Ruth
Spackman, president, conducted the
ceremonies. A buffet supper was served later in the evening. Members of
the supper committee were Norma
Sheer, chairman, Gladys Mylander,
Mary Marshall and Laura Ebersole.

The Five Sistar Sorority picnl: will
be held thin Saturday evening at
Mcadowbrook Park. The outing will
begin at B:30 and is for sorotity members and their guests. During the
evening following the supper there
will be dancing.
Weldon Brooks ia in charge of arrangements for the picnic. Martha
McCann is chairman of the foods
committee.
The sorority alumnae luncheon and
tea was held in the afternoon at the
Woman's Club with approximately
2U alumnae attending. Janet Stump
was general chairman in charge of
arrangements for the dance and luncheon.

The Kohl Hall Softball laagu* is entering the semi-finals, and playoffs
to be held Thursday on the elementary school playground will determine the champions.
Kohl residents had lunch at Williams and Shatzel Halls last Saturday in order to accommodate the
northwestern Ohio high school senior
scholarship winners, who were given
their awards at a luncheon In the
main dining hall of the dormitory.

Last Saturday evening Five Sisters and their guests danced to Paul
Risko's orchestra at the sorority's
annual spring formal held in the Reception Hall. Sixty couples attended
the affair.
Decoration theme for the dance
was a Hollywood premier. Dancers
were "spotted" during the evening
by huge kleig lights. At the back of
the orchestra stand was a huge sorority crest. Guests at the dance were
presented with leather key cases
bearing the sorority crest and their
initials.
Faculty guests at the dance were:
Dr. and Mrs. F. J. Prout, Mr. and
Mrs. E. T. Smith, Mr. and Mrs. B.
M. Cox, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Conklin,
Mr .and Mrs. Warren Steller, Mr. and
Mrs. F. C. Mooers and Miss Helen
Henderson, sorority sponsor.

Twenty three pledges under G. A.
P. Dale Good, received their second
degree last night.
A meeting of the fraternity's senior
nominating committee was held Monday night to nominate officers for
next semester.
According to Harold Wilineky, stag
chairman, the party will be held this
evening with fraternity men meeting
at the house.
Plans for the annual picnic are
moving forward and over 222 letters
to the alumni will be sent out this
week by Loyal Brother, Bob Smith.
Athletic Director Archie Steele
anounces that fraternity tournaments
have been drawn up for golf, tennis,
ping pong, and horseshoes.
Brothers Matt Dotson, Dick Hagemeyer, Carl Roth, Bob Mustain, and
Bill Frank were week-end visitors
at the house.
At the meeting of the Skol Sorority
Tuesday evening officers for the coming year were elected. Plans were also
made for the picnic to be held on
May 26.

SPRING MEANS
SNAPSHOTS . .

PEANUTS ROASTED DAILY
FRESH POPCORN

CORNER NEWS STAND
Main and Wooster

Bring them here . . . for free
developing ... 3c per print for
printing . . . you psy only for
good prints . . . very low prices
on enlarging.

G*M.C.V. DRUGS

HEADQUARTERS

100 South Main St.

FOR

Expert Beauty Work to
fit your individual
style

PICNIC BUNS!
Y**rs of satisfaction have kept
University groups coming here
for all picnic baked goods.
SCHEIDHAUER'S

Kay-Ann
Beauty Shop

Sanitary Bakery
Cor. N. Court and Main Sta.

Telegraph
Flowers To Mother
This Sunday
FROM

Send any type of Floral Gift anywhere in the
United States through our Bonded Telegraph Delivery Association.
OPEN ALL DAY SUNDAY
PHONE 2431

241 N. MAIN ST.

The Delhi Fraternity hei purchased
new furniture for their living room.
The rent of the house is also being
refurnished.
The annual stag party will be held
tonight with the members meeting at
the house 6 p. m. and is requested that
nil members get their money to the
treasurer.
Cliff Foster and Gus Beckert have
taken over the job of repainting the
house.
All committees for the annual
"Sadie Hawkins" week have gone
into action under the supervision of
"Tiny" Riddle.
Kenny Ilargcr, newly elected Scrgennt of Arms of the fraternity has
taken complete control of the position.
Alumni brother Carl McCullough
has completely recovered from a serious throat operation.
Sherr.rd Ross of Kohl Hall has
been appointed representative of the
Sandusky High School Alumni Association for students on the Bowling
Green campus.
The association is being reorganized this year, and a dinner dance is
being planned for June 26 nt the
Cedar Point ballroom.
Any Sandusky student at the University who
is interested in joining the association can do so by seeing Ross, he said.
Harry Young, junior, was recently
elected president of the Chemical
Journal Club; Charles Small, Commoner, was elected vice president;
Wayne Close, secretary and Darwin
Mayfirld, Delhi, was elected treasurer.
Action was also taken to sponsor
an award for the freshman student
who has evidenced the most promising
scholastic ability in chemistry.

A Welcome
Mothers' Day Gift
-a new Handbag!

THE CLA-ZEL
WED.-THUR.-FRI.
Mar 8-9-10

...Mi eadp.

Pat O'Brien, Merle Oberon in

' 'Til We Meet Again'
SAT. — Open 2:16 — M«, 11
Th* HIGGINS FAMILY in

Grandpa Goe» To Town'
J. EDGAR HOOVERS

'Parole Fixer*
SUN.-MON.
Ma* 12-13
Open 2:16 San.
Loretta Young, Ray Milland in

•The Dr. Take. A Wife'
TUE. — Open 2:46 — May 14
Olivia DeHavilland, James
Garfleld in

'Saturday's Children'

LOOK AT THESE
VALUES . .
$2.00 and $3.00 Raymoor Bags priced at

Just make your next pack Chesterfields, that's all, and
as quick as you can light up, you'll learn the meaning of real
mildness . . . and you will learn this too, Chesterfields are
cooler and definitely better-tasting. You get all of the right
answers to your smoking pleasure with Chesterfields ... the
busiest cigarette in America.

$1 - $1.50

BON TON
NAT SHOP
South Main Street
C^TneVlMaUoerrraUmi-TosAccoC*,

bV")

/

THRY SATISFY
K/ITIKI.
THEY

